Story Time COLORS shine bright!

STORIES FOR TODAY
Title: Butterfly, Butterfly: a book of colors
By: Petr Horáček
Lucy sees a beautiful butterfly in the garden, along with a bright green beetle, a brilliant blue dragonfly, some red ladybugs, and many more flying and crawling things. But when will the radiant butterfly appear again?

Title: Freight Train
By: Donald Crews
Red caboose at the back, orange tank car, green cattle car, purple box car, black tender and a black steam engine . . . freight train!

SONGS/FINGER PLAYS
Rainbow Song
First comes RED and ORANGE too
Shiny YELLOW, GREEN, and BLUE
PURPLE ends the pretty rays
Only seen on rainy days
First comes RED and ORANGE too
Shiny YELLOW, GREEN, and BLUE
-to the tune of “twinkle twinkle”

Bread & Butter, Marmalade & Jam
One little red fish swimming in the water,
Swimming in the water, swimming in the water.
One little red fish swimming in the water,
Bubble, bubble, bubble, bubble...POP!
-replace “red” with another color and sing the same verse again

CRAFTS & ACTIVITIES
There are so many ways to bring color into your life! Paint, crayons, colored paper, a scavenger hunt for colors around your home or yard... find even more ideas at First Palette (https://www.firstpalette.com/craft-theme/colors.html).
Colors
E Gree

Introduces young readers to the concept of color and explains how colors can be mixed, how one color can come in different shades, and how color can be used in the world around us.

Love from The Crayons
E Daywalt (little book)

Discover all the bright colors and shades of love with the crayons.

Green is a Chile Pepper
E Thong

A little girl discovers all the bright colors in her Hispanic American neighborhood.

The Button Book
E Nicholls

Follow a group of animal friends as they discover a collection of mysterious buttons! From a blue singing button to a purple tickle button, from a rude sound button to a mysterious white button, there's only one way to find out what they do: press them all!

Black Bird, Yellow Sun
BOARDBK Light

As a solitary black bird wings its way through the day, little ones are treated to a magnificent flight from one vibrant color to another.

Vincent’s Colors
J 759.94 Gogh

Van Gogh's descriptions, arranged as a simple rhyme, introduce young readers to all the colors of the rainbow and beyond. The descriptive words combine with spectacular reproductions of many of the artist's most beloved and important works to create a perfect art book for young and old alike.